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1. Coordinate Frames

(a) (3 points) Express point P in each of the three coordinate frames.

(b) (3 points) Express point V in each of the three coordinate frames.

(c) (2 points) Find the 3× 3 homogeneous transformation matrix which takes a point
from FA and expresses it in terms of FW . I.e., determine M , where PW = MPA.

(d) (2 points) Find the 3× 3 homogeneous transformation matrix which takes a point
from FB and expresses it in terms of FA. I.e., determine M , where PA = MPB.
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(e) (3 points) On the grid shown below, sketch the house that would result after each
of the three steps in the given sequence of transformations. Label these A, B,
C. Assume that the house as shown is drawn with the matrix M initialized to the
identity matrx.

(f) (1 point) If the individual transformation matrices given above are labeled MA,
MB, and MC , give an expression, in terms of these matrices, for the final compound
transformation matrix, M , that is produced by the above sequence.
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2. Colour

The CIE chromaticity diagram illustrated above has a designated white point, C.

(a) (1 point) What is the dominant wavelength of A?

(b) (1 point) Which of the labeled points have a directly complementary colour to H?

(c) (1 point) Which of the labeled points would represent the best choice to use as the
three primaries for a colour display?

(d) (1 point) Which point best represents a non-spectral colour?

(e) (1 point) Which colours can be mixed with E to produce white?

(f) (1 point) What is a metamer?

(g) (2 points) What is gamut mapping and when is it needed?

(h) (1 point) What colour would be seen when a cyan surface is illuminated by a yellow
light?

(i) (1 point) Which of B or H is the more saturated colour?
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3. (5 points) Parametric Curves

A cubic parametric curve is defined over the interval t ∈ [0, 1] and is specified by three
points, located at t = {0, 0.5, 1} and a tangent vector for the start of the curve, i.e.,
t = 0, as shown below.

Develop an expression for x(t) for this kind of curve and give the resulting basis ma-
trix. In your solution, use the following order for the elements in your geometry vector:
x(0), x(0.5), x(1), x′(0).
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4. Local Lighting

(a) (6 points) Sketch the ambient, diffuse, and specular components of the illumination
for the scene below, as would be computed by the Phong illumination model, i.e.,
I = Iaka + ILkd(N · L) + ILks(R · V )n, and using the values Ia = IL = 1, kd = 0.5,
ks = 1.

(b) (4 points) Indicate whether each of the variables L,N,R, V are computed or re-
trieved when implementing Phong shading in a fragment shader. If computed,
indicate what is a function of, e.g., Q = f(L,N,R). If retrieved, indicated whether
this is from an attribute, varying, or uniform variable.
L:

N:

R:

V:
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(c) (3 points) Describe the details of the Phong model that are not fully captured by
the above shading equation, but that need to be considered during implementation.

(d) (2 points) After making some code changes to a fragment shader in a WebGL
application, running the code sometimes produces no visible output on the screen.
Describe the next step(s) in determine what went wrong, and give one piece of
advice that you would give to others who are beginning to develop shader code for
WebGL applications.
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5. Texture Mapping

(a) (2 points) Many small pieces of texture are often packed into a single texture map
called a texture atlas, as shown below. What issues would arise when a texture atlas
is used with a standard MIPMAP texture pyramid ?

(b) (2 points) Why are texture map coordinates commonly defined using normalized
coordinates, i.e., s, t ∈ [0, 1], rather than directly in texel coordinates?

(c) (5 points) Projective texture mapping provides one possible way of automatically
assigning texture coordinates to vertices, computed as a function of their position.
The process can be thought of as using a virtual slide projector to project the image
of the texture map onto objects that are placed in front of the projector and that
we want to be textured in this way. In practice, this is computed as follows. Given
a point, P , on a target object, a perspective projection is used to project the point
onto the image plane for the virtual slide projector, which contains the texture map.
The (x, y) location on this image plane can then be used as the (s, t) coordinates
that are associated with point P .

Where would you suggest implementing these computations and why? I.e., would
this be done on the CPU, the vertex shader, or the fragment shader?

Given a point, Pocs, in object coordinates, describe how you would computing the
(s, t) coordinates for the point, assuming that you are given a matrix MPCS which
takes a point from WCS to the projector coordinate system, PCS. If you need any
other information, define it and assume that is available. Continue your answer on
the back of this page, as needed.
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6. Implicit, Explicit, and Parametric Equations

(a) (2 points) Give an implicit equation for a sphere of radius R centred at (a, b, c).

(b) (2 points) Give an implicit equation for a 3D plane that has a normal N and that
embeds point P0.

(c) (2 points) Give a parametric equation for a 3D line that passes through points P1

and P2.

(d) (2 points) Give a parametric equation for the 3D plane that embeds points P1, P2,
and P3.

7. Rendering capabilities

(a) (2 points) Give two effects that can be achieved using raytracing that are not easily
achieved using projective rendering.

(b) (2 points) Give a rendering effect that neither projective rendering nor raytracing
can easily achieve.

(c) (2 points) What is a bidirectional reflection distribution function (BRDF) ?
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